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THE QUANTUM 101

Tiq Taq Toe

Instruction _ Evert van Nieuwenburg - Inventor of the TiqTaqToe App
(inspiration for our game)

Before you go:

A step more difficult:

More project ideas can be found on the YouTube Channel of the TueftelAkademie

and on:https://tueftelakademie.de/.

“Up until recently, I have kept my two lives separate: my love of video games and my career
in quantum physics.
The realization that I could combine quantum physics with games came during an
entertaining discussion with my former supervisor, Gil Refael. Gil and I were brainstorming
approaches to develop a quantum version of Tetris. Instead of Tetris we created a quantum
version of Tic Tac Toe, perhaps an even more well-known game.
I hope you have as much fun with Quantum TiqTaqToe as I did!”

Did you know that there is also a Quantum TiqTaqToe App?

Step 1 sound easy enough? Are you
ready to take the next step and dive
into the wonderful world of quanta?
You can have our quantum
professionals explain the rules to
you again. To do so, use a QR
scanner on your cell phone. Or the
direct link:

Your game contains 12 game dice
that you have to fold before you can
begin. Note that the symbols on the
outside must be visible. Fold the
bottom flaps of the cubes to create a
complete gray symbol. Repeat this
process for all 12 dice and you're
ready to go.

One person gets the symbol
"cross", the other "circle". Then the
characters are placed one after the
other.

The player who has placed three
symbols vertically, horizontally or
diagonally in a row wins.

Level 1 - tic tac toe

https://bit.ly/2XpY1Nc

https://quantumtictactoe.com/play
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Quantum are crazy little things.
Sometimes they are one thing and
sometimes they are something else.
What exactly they are, we don't know.
Only by observing them can we tell
what state they are in. It's kind of like
finding a big jar in the kitchen and not
being sure if it's salt or sugar. You can't
tell for sure until you taste it.

Quantum can also entangle with each other.
That is, if we know one state, the other
quantum automatically assumes the
matching state. This phenomenon is called
entanglement.

Now another side of the dice comes into
play. Now you can even occupy two
squares in one turn! Your symbol is now
either on one or the other square. When
all squares are occupied, you can use the
decision die to find out which square will
become your symbol. The other field then
becomes free again.

In the third difficulty level, you may only use
gray crosses and circles, as well as the
superpostition. For this you have the
possibility to interlace a gray circle with a
gray cross. When all the squares are
occupied, you choose an interlaced symbol
and roll the dice to decide. In the case of a
circle, the matching symbol automatically
becomes a cross.

Here we have a superposition. You
may occupy two squares in one turn.
When all the squares are occupied, you
choose the superposition in your color
(like A or B in the example).

From now on, only the superposition, gray
circles and crosses may be placed. To do this,
you have the option of interlocking your gray
symbols with those of your teammate.

You want to determine the position A. Now
you take the decision die and roll it. If it is
your symbol (here circle), it becomes your
symbol, the other one disappears.

You want to determine the position A. Now
you take the decision dice and roll it. If it is a
circle, it becomes your symbol, the other one
becomes a cross.

Level 2 - Superposition

Level 3 - Entanglement

Want to see m
ore cool stuff?

Visit our Tueft
elAkademie Y

ouTube chann
el at:

https://tueftelakademie.de/.
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